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HISTORIC ST. EMERY CHURCH FRESCO
Even frescoes may have ”roots”, their own genealogy!
Recently, St. Emery parish of Fairfield, CT undertook a
search to find the original of its sanctuary fresco.

H u n g a ria n A c a d e m y o f S c ie n c e s
Founded 1825
Budapest
“The Academy is the most important
and prestigious learned society of
Hungary”

St. Emery Church Sanctuary Fresco as it appeared in 1932. St. Emery Church
Sanctuary Fresco as it appears today. (During restoration in 2000, a gray background
structure was added to the fresco.) Original Karoly Lotz Fresco Academy of Sciences
west wall of the Ceremonial Meeting Hall (Academy Publication). West end of
Academy of Sciences Ceremonial Meeting Hall shows fresco triptych with St. Stephen
Fresco in the center (1888).

HISTORIC ST. EMERY CHURCH FRESCO
One of the most prominent frescoes in St. Emery’s Roman Catholic Church in
Fairfield, Connecticut is the large sanctuary mural of St. Stephen and St.
Emery (son of St. Stephen). The mural, titled ”Admonitions”, is based on St.
Stephen’s legacy to his son Imre (Emery), in which he laid out the principles
for a good Christian ruler. It is a copy of a painting by the famous ”Prince of
Hungarian Artists” Károly Lotz (1833-1904). An Italian artist Joseph Natale
painted the St. Emery church sanctuary fresco in 1932 when the church was
constructed and founded. Given the significant meaning symbolized by the
Károly Lotz painting, it is easy to understand why the St. Emery Hungarian
parishioners selected this art to be their center piece in the church in 1932. To
our knowledge, it is the only known Hungarian ethnic church to have featured
this famous Károly Lotz painting in such a noteable way.
Recently, St. Emery’s parish initiated a search to locate the original Károly
Lotz fresco in Hungary as part of an effort to determine if St. Emery’s Church
qualifies to be registered as a State and National Historic Place. With the kind
help of Erika Faber, Editor Magyar News Online, and her contacts in
Hungary, the original fresco was located in the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences in Budapest.
The Lotz fresco is the center fresco of a triptych located in the large
ceremonial memorial hall in the Academy. Presented here are several
photographs recently sent from Hungary (April 2013) as well as comparison
photographs of the St. Emery’s sanctuary mural.
The central figures of St. Emery’s santuary fresco closely represent the
original Lotz fresco figures of St. Stephen (center), St. Emery (left kneeling)
and St. Gerard (behind St. Emery). St. Stephen was King of Hungary (10001038) and considered to be the founder of Hungary. St. Gerard was appointed
to be St. Emery’s tudor. To the left of St. Stephen, a royal court figure is
holding the apostolic double cross given to St. Stephen by Pope Sylvester II
in recognion of his efforts to convert the Magyar’s to Christianity.
Behind the apostolic double cross royal court figure is a figure holding a
model (symbol) of a church with two bell towers and a central dome. By
observation, the model is an exact replica of St. Stephen’s grand and historic
Basilca in Budapest (1851). On the lower left of the fresco is a scribe (skull
on a table) surmised to be documenting St. Stephen’s ”Admonitions” to his
son St. Emery, of which the first three (of ten) are significant to this day:
commitment to religion, faithfulness to the Church and to follow the council
of the high priests.
Two additional figures appear in the far outer right of the St. Emery 1932
fresco, which were likely inserted to simply to add symmetry to the mural.
Interesting to note is that the royal court figure kneeling and scribing near the
skull (lower left of the Lotz original) was not included in the St. Emery 1932

fresco. Generally, human skulls represent mortality. St. Emery died very
young from a hunting accident when he was 24 years old (1007-1031) and
therefore never ascended to the throne.
St. Emery’s Romanesque Revival architectural style church is notable for its
beautiful nave ceiling paintings, sanctuary frescos, station plaques made from
hand carved bronze castings by european artisans and imported statues. (The
Patrona Hungariae statue of Mary with Child Jesus, painted over the original
terra cotta during the church’s renovation, is by the famous Hungarian
sculptress Kovacs Margit ( 1 ) ; others were made by Italian artists.) The
church’s priceless stained glass windows are over 130 years old. In addition
there are exquisite marble altars, discriminating gold leaf decor throughout
the church and rare artifacts and tapestries from Saint Stephen of Hungary
Church (1887-1971).
St. Emery’s Church is unique rivaling ageless European classic art and
architecture. After all, it is the creation of Hungarian European immigrants
arriving in America beginning in the late 19 t h century, adding their creativity
to the beautiful St. Emery’s Church in 1932.
__________________________
(1) Note: A correction. Upon further research, the correct artist was identified as the
interesting and talented Hungarian/American painter and sculptress Bertha De Hellebranth
(see Magyar Online News: http://magyarnews.org/news.php?viewStory=1272)

______________________
Author: Carroll Fencil has been a resident of Fairfield, CT and a parishioner of St.
Emery’s Catholic parish since 1961. He received his Bachelor of Science in Electrical
Engineering from Michigan State University followed by a Master of Science in Control
System Sciences from the University of Connecticut in 1967.

